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I. INTI~ODUCTIO~
T~E Crinkled Dwarf mt~tant of Sea Island set,on (g. 5a~%ade~zs¢) was
described by }Iarlal)d (1918), and its genetic behaviour was worked out
by him and reported in five papers (1918, 1932, 1933, 1935 and 1936).
Hartand showed that:
(1) CrhQled Dwarf is a single factor mrttan~ behaving as a complete
~'ecessive in crosses with its paren$ strain.
(2.) The m u t a n t of Eg)]~tian COttOn (g. ba<badense) known as
"Wrinkled L e a f " is identical wRh Crinkled Dwarf, bus in an F~ wRh Sea.
Island normal, dominance was not quite complete and there were slight
signs of crinkling.
(3) In crosses between Crildded Dwarf and various unrelated strains
of G, 5ca'batteries dominance was not complete, traces of crinkling occur:dng on some $~ plants.
(4) In inSet'specific Grosses with Upla~d cotton ((g. ]d'rs~ttlmj the
domhml~ce mechanism was broken down, giving an intermediate/P~ a,nd
an unolassiflab]e series in F 2.
(5} ~epea~ed back-crossing to Upland strains ~esulted either in the
re-establishment of t h e dominance of normal (bac];-m'osses ~o TrJumpt~
and Yiresee~ Yellow) or in fl]].e establishment of a s~rain in which there
was no dominance and the heterozygotes were intermediate between, ~nd
readily eel?arable ~ m , both homozygotes (back-crosses to l~iea,de). This
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latter result was ascribed to the presence in B{eade of a snral] con~ponent
of the G. bm'b<de~Bse genotype.
(6) hi crosses between the original strain of Crh~kled and that
exta'a,cted from the "no dominance" strain (developed by repeated backcrossing to I~{eade), it was possibIe to select s~raizm varying in their
manifestation of crinlding from pseudo-normal to super-crinkled.
Harland was unable to find any evidence of the occurrence of 0rinkled
in Upland, and concluded that in that species the Crinkled loons was
stable, or at most mutated very much more rarely than in Sea I~]and. t{is
dabs. e].ear]y gave strong ,~uppor t to Fisher's (2[928) theory that domilmnee
is not an a,tn'ibute of the gone itself, bug is the reeub of tl~ e interaction of
the heterozygote with the rest of the genotype in which it occurs. The
behaviour of the iuterspecific crosses showed that dominance has been
built up in both species, but in entirely different ways. I-iis conclusion.
that Crinkled does not occur in Upland, however, prevented ftarland
from accepting ]~isheFs theory, tha,t in response to recurrent nmta,tio~,
dominance is built up by the selection of genes which modify the heretozygote in the direction of normality. I~e suggested that modifiers of
dominance are of value to the normal type, and are tllerelbre subject to
selection on their own account. The demonstl'ation that it is possible
to build up a pseudo-~aormaJ, homozygous for the Crinkled gone, is of
great importance, but unfortunately i~ was not accompanied by any
investigation of the effects on the heterozygo~e of the nlodifiers of the
homozygote. From the description of tile "no dominance" strain
(I<Iarland, 1933), it appears that the removal of dominance factors had
the effect of greatly reducing the vigour of the homozygons Cri~]ded
under field conditions, but there is no evidence as to the nature of their
effect (if any) on the hernial homozygote.
~I. ORIGIN AND BNI,IAVIOUzZOF INDORE CI~INKLED

The history of Upland cotton (Q. }~,i~"s%~,t'u,.m.)]ls i]'Ialwa (Central India)
has been given elsewhere (Hutchinson A gllose, 1937). From the Nalwa.
Upland component of the loeai crop, select:ions were made in the 1.92,t
season. In 1925 single plant selections were made fl'om the resulting
]naterial grown at Indore. For fern: generations self-fertilization and
single plant selection were practised. In 1930 the produce of the best
plants from h, single plant progeny of the 1929 season was bulked together
and sown i~? Jaipur State (B,ajputana) under the name "Indore I". It
was furtlmr multiplied there in the two following seasons. There is no
Upland cdmponen{~ in the local aaipnr crop, and there were no other
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stra,ins of American cotton (either G. /drsut~n or 6]-. ba~'hcdense) under
eubiv~Ltioi~ on the JMpm~ farm during these years, hi 1933 seed w~s
returned to Indore for use in varietM m~.d agronomic trials.
At flowering time it was noticed that a number of plants were
slffferhng from. a malfornmtion very simila.r to the (Jrinkled Dwa,rf of Sea.
Island. A count in. all plots of Indore 1 growing aC indore 5:om Jaipur
seed ga~,e the following:
4095 normal : 135 crinlded
or 3.9 per cent crinkled. No other UpI~nd strain gave any crinkled.
Indors 1 single plant seleet;ions descended from tl~e progeny from
which seed was supplied to Jail?ur were maintMned a.t. Indore continuously, fred in die 1933 progeny rows there were 103 plants, all of
which were normM.
The Upland Crinkled was first observed when ~he plants were ful~
gremlin, but it will be convenient t~ describe their a,ppearanee from the
seedling sga.ge onwards. When grown in the field, seedlings of tndore
Crinkled appear amrma] until the development of about the fourth oz'
fifth leaf. The first evidence of abnormality is usually a slight yellow
mottlhlg of die young leaf. Subsequent leaves develop very abnormally.
The balance between growth of the rn.~in leaf veins and the lamina
appears to be upset, and ~he leaf becomes crinkled and remah~s small.
Growl& is very slow, and the plants remain very small sad stunted,
flowering only rarely, and only very occasionally yiekling a ripe bolI
see (P1. X l I l d). When grown under good conditions in pots, the pl~n~s
develop considerab]y better, and usually yield a small crop, but ti~e
development of the eruinpling is the same.
In order go hasten the study of its genetics, Indore Crinkled and the
" parental type were grown side by side in a greenhouse in the winters of
1983-4, 1934-5 and 1935-6. The normal g)q~e grew exceedingly well and
the conditions appeared to be optimum for both vegetative growth and
reproduction. The Crinkled type usually began to show motMing on the
ffft.h or sixth Ieaf and crinkling on the leaves immediately following.
Orhaklh~g was strongly marked at about the eighth leaf, but was not,
so severe as under field conditions (see P1. XIV). Growth proceeded sa.tisfaetorily, But not so vigorously as in die normal. Later th.e crinkling was
lost, and by the end of February, when the earlier crinkled leaves had been
shed, the plants were quite nornaa.I in appearance, and remMned so until
the Bolls were bursting. In mid-June crinkled leaves were a,gain pro~
dated, and by the end of June the tops of the plants presented the
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typical crinkled a]?pea,rance. Qrinlded plants in pots outside the greenhouse were ~ypicalty crinkled t,hronghout the period. Under greenhotme
conditions, Egyptian "Wrinkled Leaf" remained fully crinkled ~hrong]_>
out its life histm:y.
~Tl:e aaipnr crop of Indore I m~d a. crop groa, l~ under simi].ar era>
ditim~s :from the same seed. in Jodhpur were examined in Sepbember
1933. Crinkled plants were observed in about gl~e same proportion as a~
Indore, but the appearance of ~l:e plants differed considera,b]y, 2'hey
were wall grown (about equal to n.ormals in heigl~t), ha,d cropped Nia:ty
satisfactorily, and were very much less crinkled than in tl~e field at
tndore. Several plants were observed which showed only slight evide?~ees
o:[' crinkling, a,nd Wcukl. have passed for normal except trod.st carefnl
scrutiny.
IiI. C4~>,m'ros o>~ I~DOR~ O~IN~Z~D
Crosses were made between Indore Crinkled and Your normal Upland
strains: the parental strain (Indore t), armtEer ~{ahva~ Upland selection
(Indore 25), Buri, and Punjab 289 1I'. F~'s were templet.ely normal in
both field and greenhouse, except in 0rinlded x earl, tn the 0rinkled x
Buri 77~ t,here were 115 plants in the :add, all completely normal, m~d
t,hirteen in the greenhouse, I,we]ve completely normal and one showing
sligk~ crinkling on some leaves.
In ,v2 tSere was dear segregag%n into normal and @tinkled. kpar~
from a small percentage of plants snfferh~g baclly from red ]oaf and leaf
roll, classJ£cation was very easy. No special searo]~ was made for traces
of crinkling on normal plants, but if any were present they must have
been extremely slight. JOata for tl~e fear crosses are given below.
Cross
Crinkled x Indore i
C r i n k l e d x I u d o r e g5
C r i n k l e d >: Buri
C r i n k l e d x P 289 tr
Toga.l
Exp.

families
49
10
59
4
122

Normal
100a
4;[,5
4270
14:8
5836
5760-q5

Crinkled
,310
192
1381
40
].853
1922.2/5

T_o~at
Iala
537
56,51
1St
7689

P (8 : 1)
0.40
0-'~5
9-~5
0-25
0-07

The da~a from the :~our crosses a,gree well together. In every cross

Ll~.eze was a de:~oieno), of the crinkled class below wha~ was to l~e expected on a single factor theory, but in no on,so did the deficiency evm~
approach significance. On gne ~o~al, t]~e defi.cieney of Crirdded is large
enougt~ to be regarded as h.ighty suggestive, though i~ does not, tea,oh l~he
level cu.stoma,rily regarded a,s signifle&~.zt. In view of the extremely poor

performance of Crinlded in the fiekl, the deficiency can be eonfident]y
ascribed to low viability.
5~ four small back crosses between /."~'s and Crinkled, there were
obtained :
Obs.
Exp.

Norms,1
~12
39

Crinkled
38
39

'fo~a]
78
78

a close approach to 1 : 1.
Thirty-eight progenies were grown fl'om normal I?~ plants in the
0rinkled x Eur; cross. Twelve g~we normal plants only in F~-3;780 in all,
and 26 segregated, giving
Obs.
Exp.

Normal
8").9
825

Crinkled
271
275

Total
1100
1i00

a very close approach ~o 3 : 1. Agreement between individua.1 families
and the to~als was good in both P~ and -~a. The single f~ctor relationship
between Indore Crinkled and normal is therefore satisfactorily established.
In order to establish the id.entity of tndore Crinkled with the mutants
described by I-Iarland, it ~,t~as crossed with the Egyptian "Wrinkled
Leaf"'. In the £eld the ~i pianos were strongly crinkled thronghout their
life history, but ga'ew better than the Indore (]ri~k]ed parent. In the
greenhouse the ~ p/ants followed the same eyele of I~ehaviour as the
Upland Crh~Ied, but the crinkling in the ea.rly s~ages was less marked
and more rapidly lost.
A~a /~2 was grown in the field in 1936. The seedlings were at ~frst
normal in appearance. Crinkling began to develop when the plants were
about a month old. A~ 5 weeks old and again at t0 weeks old the F~
was classified, according to flatensity of orinkiing, as beIow:
Date
gi Juiy
2 September

Norm al
165
27

Very
slighl~
155
44

S E t h 1 : Nedinm
135
64.
156
126

Heavy
46
107

Very
hear7
18
117

To%a,1
583
5"/7

In P]. X I I I are reprodl~eed photographs of slight, medium: and very
heavytypes. Ill the "very heavy" c/ass were included plants ranging from
typical Wrinkled Leaf (.P1. X I I I c) to typical Indore Crinkled (P]. X I I I d)
ill appearance. It will be seen fl'om the frequency arrays that th.e intensity of erin.klh~g increased greatly during August. It further increased
in later months, bu~ ~he,growth o5 be~'bede~,se hybrids in black cotton soil
is very poor and ahnost all plants suffered heavily from leaf ro].] and
jassid atf, ack. No further attempt was me, de aS complete classification,
but th.e behaviour of the normals was watched. On 7 .December a,]I save
five had shown definite evidence of crinkling.
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IV. Dt,gousmo~

The cross between Indore Crinkled and "Wrinlded Leaf" behaved in
the same way as IIarland's (1935) cross between Upland @tinkled and
Sea Island Crinkled. The f'e~t=normMs t.lm.g remained ag tlhe last count
correspond to t-]ar/and's pseudo-norms.Is. It may be concluded ~hat
In.dote Crinkled is due Lo tlm same gene as Sea Island @tinkled and
Egyptian "Wrinkled Leaf", and tha,t the renl.Mningnorma]s in t7'~.were in
fact homozygous for the 0rinkled gene. In the four crosses -within the
species G. ]~i~-st~mm, indore Crinkled behaved as ,~ complete recessive,
except for the mani.festation of slight crinlding on. a single P, plant in
the Bu.ri cross. }Iarland's (1933) suggestion t}.tat complete dominance
m a y be the normal condition in ~. ]~i.rsztz~mz is thus strongly supported.
The bearing of the genetics of Crinkled Dwarf on Fisher's (1928, 1931)
theory of dominance may now be considered, t[arlal~d (1996) endeavonred
t~ show that there exist at least three normal alteles which differ in
their degree of dominance over Crinkled. His data mast be reg~u'ded as
inconclusive, since the resu.Es he presented can be equally easily explained
on the behaviour of dominance modifiers under die ]~aek-erossing systems
which he used. The possible l:ole of normal alleles having a "margin of
safety" may be pu~ aside until more critical data are available.
It is dear that the mMn cause of dominance is groups of modifiers
present in ~he rest of the genotype, and is independent of differences a~
the Crinkled locus. I{arIand believes that these modifier groups are part
of the nornml genetic complement of the species, as developed in response
to selection among normMs. Fisher considers that they are an addition
to d~e ~orma] genotype resulting from {he action of selection on Crinkled
heterozygotes. There appears to be no positive evidence in favour of
Harland's theory, and it was put forward as an alternative to Fisher's
in view of two objections which Igarland raised to the theory of sdection
among hegerozygotes. The occurrence of Crh~kled as a mutant in aa
Upland strah~ removes one of these objections. His other is that the
heterozygote in his :'no dominance" strain is not, ha fact a.t a disadvam
tage against l,he normal, and therefore there is no basis for Fisher's
seleetive effeet. In considering the validiW of Harland's estimate of tim
vigour of the ]~eterozygote..it must be remembered th.at on Fisher%
theory, modifi.ers improving vigour would be those most intensively
selected, those for normal appearance only being selected in so far as they
improve survival. Similarly, in the baclc~erossing series, in tb.e absence
of adequate precautions to ensure ara, udom sample of the 5eterozygous
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class being n,sed as parents, the selection in favour of vigorous hetero~
zygotes will be maintained, while that for normality will be reversed,
The final result, ~bereforc, is probably due more to the selective forces
~t work during the experiment than to the nature of tile Orinl,qsd factor.
This in~erpreta.tion is supported by the :['act that the variance of the
heterozygous class in bolls per plant, is neal:ty double that of the homozygnus normal class (Harland's Table VI, 193:3):
@enotype
NormM
2.1eterozygo~s

Variance,
12,77
19~86

That the intermediate heterozygo~e is equal in vigour to the normal must
therefore be regarded as not proven. Fisher's ~heory, which js supported
by a large and increasing array of evidence on the susceptibility of both
he~erozygotes and homozygotes to modification by selection (.Fisher,
I928, 193I, 1932, 1935; Ford, 19.30; I~Iutchinson, 1931), is of' value in the
present instance in making predic{ions co~.acern.ing the probable reaction
to Crhakled of types so far very little s~ndied. The fundamental difference
between the dominance complexes of G. bc,~'bade~se and ~. lai~'s,~tu~, sl~ows
that the development of dominance mus~ have taken place sines the
separation of the species (el. trishsr, 1.931). The partial breakdown of
domm~nce in Sea Island Orhakled × Bgyptian normal (Harland, 19.32)
suggests that the last stages of the evolution of dominance of normal
have taken place in the last century, since the separation of Egyptian
from the Perennialx Sea Island hybrid population from which it was
selected (Balls, I919). Sillce Crinkled occurs in both G. ba.rbac~e~tse and
g. ]~i~s~tzt'~z tl)e mutation is probably older than the specific disth~ction
(lCisher, 1928, 1931). On the other hand, the development of dominance
of normal may be recent for two reasons. First, iCish.er (1928) showed ~hat
if the initial v~bilRy of the he%rozygoge was low, improvemen.f: would be
extremely slow at first, becomhlg progressively more rapid as the
difference in viability between heterozygots and normal decreased.
. Secondly, the rate of imwovement must have been further accelerated
in recent times by the change in conditions resulting from modern cuRL
ration methods. The cultivation of the primitive perennial forms of G.
&~rbade)zse by the South American Indians was very crude, and repro~
duction was usually from s, cluster of seeds. Under such conditions there
must have beeJ~ intense competition among seedlings, and the survival
value of a crinlded he%rozygete iz~%rmediate in. vigour between normal
and homozygous Orinkled would J)e very low, and its rate of improvemm~L
eorrespon.dingly slow. Under modern cultivation, with a low seed r~te
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and. thinni~g of seedlings at an early stage, tDere :is a much greater
chance of a Crinkled )e%rozygote becoming establish ed wRh room e~ough
to develop withortt serious competition t}om its neighbot~rs. La addition,
the development of the annual ]mbR has increased t:he rate of improvement measured in time by ecru.pressing foar or five generations into the
period formerly occupied by one. This pro rides a possible explanation of
the comparatively recent development of dominance~ which, is susceptible
of veri£eat]on. Of the crosses :reported by Harland, only that witlx
Trinidad ]%ed Kidney was ~dtll a, type ~a,ken :from primitive cuRivation
oonditiol~s, and no backocrosses of heterozygotes to the Kidl~ey parent
were made. If the above deduction is true, such back-crosses should
result in the breakdown of domh~a,nce. Annual types have bee~ eaRlrated for a milch ].onger ~ime in ~. 7£~'sz~,m than in 6!. b@'Dade.~zse,a~d it
might therefore be e~pected tha~ the improvement of Crinkled would
have proceeded further in Upland than h~ Sea Island or Egyptian. This
expectation is strikingly realized in Indore Crinkled. Not only is the
dominance of normal complete, bu< as predicted by Fish.or (1928)~ the .
homozygo% also has been considerably improved, tn I)ot cuRure it is
considerablyless abnormal than Egyptian "Wrinkled Leaf". (Comparison
under field conditions at Indore is ]?revented by the extremely poor
development of all ]~gyptians in black cotton soil.) Under greenhouse
cm~ditions it is completely normal ibr nearly ~hree clua:r~ers of the life
cycle, and in parts of Rajputana it grew sufficiently well to increase until
it ooml~rised 3 per cent of the crop.
In conclusion it m a y be said that all the available evidence agrees
strikingly with expectation on the selection theory, and while not inconsistent with I-Iarland's theory of seleetio.a of modifiers on their os~a
account, provides no support for R.
V. SUN~£aR.~-

The published accounts of ~he behaviot~r and ges~et,bs of Orinkled
Dwarf in G. bc~rbc~c~.e'~eare summarized,
The origin and genetic behaviour of a OrinkIed in G. D,/rs~g~mz, a~:e
reported, tt is shown that it. arose as a mutant at the same locus aS
Crinkled Dwarf hi G. bc~rbade~zxe,and behaves as a complete recessive ia
crosses with normal stra,ins of Upla~d.
In an /~ of a cross between Indore CritJded and the Egyptima
'<Wrinkled Leaf" (iden{ica,1 wRh Sea Island Crinkled Dwarf) all grades
between fully normal and extreme O;:inkled were obta.haed, a n exacdy
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parallel bshaviour to that t.bmtd by }ia.rJ.and ill el'osses between Sea
Ishmd @rinlded and Crinkled transferred $o the Upland ge.uo~ype.
The bea~'ing.of the data on Fisker's theory of ~he origin of c]o~bmnoe
by selection among heterozygo~es is discussed, a,nd it is shown thai: the
ocetm'ence of Crinkled by muta~,ion in g, ld~'.s'~t~m disposes of one of
I{arland's main objections ~o the selection theory. His other obiec~ion
is that the intermediate heterozyg'ote is not actualIy at a, disadvm%ag's
compared w!bh %he normal. I-I~sdata al'e re~exam~ned, and it is shown tha.t
it was to be expected t]la$ the vigom' of the heterozygote won]d be mainrained by unconseiotis selection in the back~crossing series.
The available evidence on the history of the mutant and its dominance modi/~m's is x'eviewed, and it is concluded ~hat, while ~he mutation
has been recurrent sh~ce before the separa¢ion of' the species, dominance
of normal is probably a comparatively recent development. Ih'om this
it is predicted that d.o~inance should be broken down if Crinlded is
transferred, from the cultivated annnai forms of' g. 5c~'iadmase to perennial
types of the same species recently brough~ on. to ghe research farm f}om
the indigenous bush or from the more oz' less spontaneous shrubs to be
fmmd in. peasant gardens. Further, it is sho~wn that it is reasonable to
expect that the mod.ification of Crinkled will have gone farther ~n ¢.
td~'.~'l~,h~'m, annual r i t e s of which have long been cultivated, than in
Crr. bc,,rbc~der~se, in which ~he ann.ttal habit is of is% origin, and to which
field cultivation, with ifs accompanyh~g low seed rate and seedth~g
thinning, trove only recendy been applied. It is shown %hat the behaviour
of Indore Crinkled provides very good evidence of the co~re~tness of this
expectation. I~ot only is norma~ completely dominant, bttt the Crinkled
homozygote has also been considerably improved (as predicted also by
Fishe,', 199.8). Indeed it is p~'actieally normal for the greatm" part of its
life eyc]e under greenhouse conditions aft Indore, and only slightly malformed in the field in parts of ~a,jputana.
It is concluded that the whole of ~he evidence now available is in
close agreement with expectation on 19ishsr's theory of the origin of
dominance by the selective improvement of the heterozygote.
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EXPLANATION

OF P L A T E S X I I I

AND XIV

PLA~]~ XI]II
Pl~nt ~pioes from faders Cink]ed x Wri~ikled Lea,f F~.
a. 8light.

b. Niedium.
c. Yery heavy (like Wrinkted~ LeM),
d. Very hea~?, (like %ndore Crinkled).
Fs,~T~ XIV
Indore Crhakled. Fires sighs leaves of gree~house-grown ple,ni,
1-4. Fully nor:hal.
-5 and 6. F~Jlly normal, bu~ subtending bra.nehlets with crinkled leaves.
7 ~nd 8. Ori~lkled,
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